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HIGHLY SECURE AND EFFICIENT CENTRALIZED KEY MANAGEMENT
 Streamlined operations through centralized key management 
 Stronger security by separating keys from applications
 Comprehensive key services delivered by dedicated, FIPS-
certified hardware and software solutions
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THALES eSECURITY KEY  
MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS

nShield Bring Your
Own Key

CipherTrust Cloud 
Key Manager

Thales Key Management Solutions

KMIP Compliant
Applications Vault Storage

Custom 
Applications

nShield Edge

nShield Solo

nShield Connect

Control Center

Oracle & SQL Server 
TDE Key Management

CHALLENGES
Keeping keys organized and secure is essential to the integrity 
of any enterprise encryption system. Many organizations 
operate multiple, independent encryption systems resulting 
in silos, which complicates key management and erodes 
security. Managing keys for these silos consumes time and 
budget. It also risks compromising data, if keys are kept local 
to the encryption systems they protect. 

SOLUTION: THALES KEY  
MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS
Thales key management products centralize key management 
for your home-grown encryption, as well as your third-
party applications using native encryption such as full-disk 
encryption and databases. This gives you greater command 
over your keys while increasing your data security. Thales 
key management products connect with your applications 
through standard interfaces and deliver access to robust key 
management functions. 
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THALES eSECURITY KEY  
MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS

THE FOUNDATION FOR THALES KEY 
MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS
Thales offers a rich set of key management solutions based on 
our core security products:

Vormetric Data Security Manager (DSM) 
The Vormetric DSM is a high-availability appliance that 
centralizes encryption key management for Vormetric and third-
party encryption solutions. The DSM manages key life-cycle tasks 
including generation, rotation, destruction, import and export. 

The DSM additionally enhances key management by providing 
convenient back-up services and delivering strong separation 
of duties for increased security. The DSM can be separated 
into logical entities, or domains, dedicated to unique key 
management environments, providing additional security and 
ultimate separation of duties, where no single administrator has 
access to all domains.

The Vormetric DSM is available as either a hardware or a virtual 
appliance. The V6000 DSM hardware appliance is certified to 
FIPS 140-2 Level 2 and the V6100 DSM hardware appliance, 
equipped with an nShield Hardware Security Module, is 
certified to FIPS 140-2 Level 3. The virtual appliance is certified 
to FIPS 140-2 Level 1. A full listing of certifications is available on 
thalesesecurity.com. 

The nShield Family of General Purpose  
Hardware Security Modules (HSMs) 
nShield HSMs are hardened, tamper-resistant devices that 
provide a secure environment for key generation, storage, 
import and export; data encryption and decryption; signing and 
verifying; and cryptographic processing. 

All nShield HSMs operate within the Thales Security World 
architecture which provides a flexible environment facilitating 
back-ups and scaling up as demands grow over time. 

nShield HSMs are available in three form factors: nShield 
Connect, an appliance serving multiple applications across a 
network; nShield Solo, a PCIe card serving applications on 
a single server, and nShield Edge, a USB-attached desktop 
device for lower volume key support. 

nShield HSMs are certified to FIPS 140-2 Level 2 and Level 3. A 
full listing of certifications is available on thalesesecurity.com.

THALES KEY MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS
Thales key management solutions support a variety of 
applications, including:

Key Management Interoperability Protocol (KMIP)
KMIP is an industry-standard protocol for encryption key 
exchange between clients (key users) and a server (key store). 
Standardization facilitates external key management for 
storage solutions including SAN and NAS storage arrays, self-
encrypting drives and hyper-converged infrastructure solutions.

The Vormetric KMIP solution provides a simple interface to the 
key management functions of the Vormetric DSM, delivering 
powerful, centralized key management capabilities for your 
KMIP-compliant applications. 

Key Management for Transparent Database 
Encryption (TDE)
Thales key management solutions centralize and simplify key 
management across multiple Oracle or Microsoft SQL Server 
TDE native encryption instances. Keys are securely managed 
and kept separate from the database and database server.

Thales offers two solutions to support your TDE applications:

Vormetric Key Management for TDE, based on the Vormetric DSM 
 nShield Key Management for TDE 

The right solution for your application will depend largely on 
other functions you want to support with your Thales security 
solution. Your Thales representative or certified channel partner 
can help you decide between Vormetric and nShield-based 
TDE key management solutions.



Cloud Key Management Solutions
Thales cloud key management solutions give you control over the 
creation and export of keys to your cloud-hosted applications. 
This is best practice for cloud key management and increases the 
security of your sensitive data while stored there. Thales offers the 
following cloud key management solutions:

CipherTrust Cloud Key Manager (CCKM)
CCKM delivers efficient, secure control over the full lifecycle 
of software as a service (SaaS) and infrastructure as a service 
(IaaS) encryption keys, including key creation, uploading, 
updating, storing, revocation and reporting. CCKM is 
available as a service in the cloud based on the virtual DSM, 
and as an on-premises deployment using the Vormetric DSM 
to securely manage keys.

CCKM is currently available for Salesforce Shield Platform 
Encryption, Microsoft Azure and Amazon Web Services. 

nShield Bring Your Own Key (BYOK)
BYOK lets you generate strong keys in your on-premises 
nShield HSM and control the secure export of these keys to 
your cloud service provider’s key management system. nShield 
BYOK supports Microsoft Azure, Amazon Web Services 
and Google Cloud Platform. When using nShield BYOK with 
Microsoft Azure, your keys are exported to a cloud-hosted 
nShield HSM, and when using nShield BYOK with Amazon 
Web Services and Google Cloud Platform, your keys are 
exported to your cloud service provider’s key manager. 

Key Management API 
Thales offers an industry-standard PKCS #11 API that gives you 
full access to the Vormetric DSM’s key management services for 
your custom applications. 

nShield Key Protection
nShield HSMs generate keys and hold them inside the FIPS 140-2 
boundary until ready for use with your custom and commercial 
applications. Thales offers a set of industry-standard APIs as 
well as nShield CipherTools to help you build interfaces to 
your applications. For more complex integrations, professional 
services from the Thales Advanced Solutions Group are available. 
Examples of the wide range of applications that nShield supports 
include Public Key Infrastructures (PKIs), SSL/TLS, banking, 
enterprise user and device authentication and IoT applications.

Vault Storage
The Vormetric Key Vault provides high-availability key, 
certificate, and blob storage and also tracks expiration dates of 
your stored cryptographic material. 

EXPANDING SOLUTIONS TO  
SUIT MULTIPLE NEEDS
Whether using the Vormetric DSM or nShield HSM-based 
solutions, it is easy to add capabilities through licensing and 
software, thereby gaining more key management functionality 
from a single Thales security product. The table below 
summarizes the key management solutions that are available 
and expandable with the Vormetric DSM and nShield HSM.

Whichever Thales key management solution suits your needs, 
centrally managing your keys independently from your 
applications helps you streamline operations and better protect 
your sensitive data. 

LEARN MORE 
Visit us at www.thalesesecurity.com to learn more about 
how Thales eSecurity can help you simplify and strengthen key 
management across your enterprise.

Key Management 
Solution

Vormetric 
DSM

nShield 
HSM

KMIP-compliant applications ü
TDE database encryption ü ü
CipherTrust Cloud Key Manager ü
nShield BYOK ü
Key Management through APIs ü ü
Vault Storage ü
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About Thales eSecurity
Thales eSecurity is the leader in advanced data security solutions and services that deliver trust wherever information is created, shared 
or stored. We ensure that the data belonging to companies and government entities is both secure and trusted in any environment – 
on-premises, in the cloud, in data centers or big data environments – without sacrificing business agility. Security doesn’t just reduce risk, 
it’s an enabler of the digital initiatives that now permeate our daily lives – digital money, e-identities, healthcare, connected cars and with 
the internet of things (IoT) even household devices. Thales provides everything an organization needs to protect and manage its data, 
identities and intellectual property and meet regulatory compliance – through encryption, advanced key management, tokenization, 
privileged user control and high assurance solutions. Security professionals around the globe rely on Thales to confidently accelerate their 
organization’s digital transformation. Thales eSecurity is part of Thales Group. 


